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In CeRh3 and CeTRh3 compotmds, strong resonant effects are 
observed in the Ce 3d and 4d photoemission spectra at the Ce 
L3 and M4,5 absorption edges respectively. These resonm~ces 
show unambiguously that interference effects exist in core level 
spectroscopies. In the CeRh~ mixed valent compound, the 
resonances of photoenfission peaks corresponding to 4f °, 4t a and 
4f 2 final state character occur at different photon energies, 
making it possible to mu'avel the X-ray absorption profiles. 
Moreover, resonant L31Vh,sN4.5 Rmnan Auger lines are observed 
up to 10 eV above the L3 absorption edge, showing the strong 
localized character of the core excited state. 
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H i l l  energy resonant photoenfission and resonant Auger 
spectroscopy are teclmiques which provide a direct information 
on the localization of electrons just above the Fermi level, hi 
tiffs paper, we present resonant 3d photoemission and reson,'mt 
Auger measurements arotmd the L3 absorption edge and 4d 
photoemission around the IVh,5 absorption edges, both in 
trivalent and in nfixed-valent Ce compounds (where Ce has an 
intermediate ground state, consisting in a mixing of trivalent 
(4f~(Sd6s) 3) and tetravalent (410(5d6s) 4) electrolfiC 
configurations). 

XAS at the L2,3 (ROhler, 1987) and lVh,5 (Kaindl, 1985) 
edges has been widely performed to study the electronic 
properties of rare earths (4f occupancy using phenomenological 
interpretation of the edge profiles (ROhler, 1987), or magnetism 
using X-ray Magnetic Circtflar Dichroism (XMCD) (Finazzi, 
1995, Giorgetti, 1993, Kaindl, 1985). Resonance experiments 
are a new way to assign the main structure of the absorption 
edge to precise final electrolfic configurations, for relatively 
localized states. Thus, fluorescence decay has allowed us to 
achieve a better understanding of the La edge and the XMCD of 
rare earths (Krisch, 1995, Krisch, 1996, Bartolom6, 1997). The 
goal of the experiment is to give a clear explanation of the La 
and lvh.5 edges profile, and a description of the transitions 
occurring in the absorption process. 

The 3d photoemission lines of Ce were measured with 
photon energies around the Ce L3 absorption edge (5723 eV). 
The experiment has been done at ESRF. The good energy 
resolution allowed us to isolate, in the CeRh3 photoemission 
spectra, the satellites corresponding to mainly 4t °, 4f ~ and 4f ~ 
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character of the final state (Figure l(a)) (Fuggle, 1983). We 
have observed changes of about 25% in the relative intensities 
of the different 3d photoemission peaks when the excitative 
photon energy is varied across the L3 edge. Along with 
observations on other La mid Ce compotmds (Vogel, 1995), 
these are one of the first observations of resonances for deep 
core levels. On the CeRh3 nfixed valent compound, we have 
performed CIS (Constant Initial State) measurements, i.e. the 
intensities of the different peaks of the photoemission spectrum 
as a function of the photon energy, across the Ce L3 absorption 
edge. The results are presented on Figure 1 (b). While the peak 
due to 4f ~ final state resonates around 5728 eV (at the energy of 
the first structure of the Ce absorption edge), the 410 component 
resonates at 5738 eV (the position of the second structure of the 
Ce absorption edge). It is thus possible to assign unambiguously 
the two main lines in the XAS profile to 2p54f ~ and 2p5410 final 
states. The peak due to 41"2 final state resonates at a slightly 
lower photon energy than the 4t0 contribution, at the energy 
position of the shoulder due to 2p54f: states in the absorption 
spectrmn (Bianconi, 1984). These experimental evidences 
confirm the phenomenological approach used to analyze the Ce 
XMCD signal by Giorgetti et al. (1993). The 3d photoemission 
spectnun of the CeTRhs trivalent compound is presented on 
figure l(a). It has a classical shape with mainly two 3d3~ and 
3d~ lines. These two lines resonates on the single white line of 
the L3 absorption spectrum (see figure 2), at a photon energy of 
5728 eV. 
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Figure 1 
(a) Ce 3d photoemission spectra for differem Ce-Rh compounds 
(b) Different CIS spectra recorded on CeRh3, across file Ce L3 absorption 
edge, for different contributioRs of the 3d photoemi.qsion spectra. Tap part : 
file Ce L3 absorption spectrum. 

Resonant Auger measurements were perfomaed on the same 
smnples. The study was done on the L~,sN4,5 Ce Auger lines, 
and the spectra, obtained at different photon energies across the 
Ce L3 edge are presented on Figure 2. In the trivalent compound 
Ce7Rh3, the spectra can be simply understood with the presence 
of a Raman-Auger process (double line appearing at constant 
binding energy), which resonates at the maximunl of the wlfite 
line of the XAS spectrtml (5728 eV), and becomes afterwards 
the classical Auger process (at constant kinetic energy). The two 
main peaks of the Auger spectra can be attributed to the 
L3M2q4,5 and L31VIsN4,5 lines. 
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Figure 2 
L3M4.sN4.5 Auger spectra recorded on CeTRh~ (left part) aud CeRh3 (right 
pa,t), at different photon energies across the Ce I.,3 edge. Top part: the Ce I-,3 
absorption spectra for the two compounds. 

hi the CeRh3 mixed valent compound, up to 5728 eV (and 
the maximtun of the first structure of the XAS spectrum), we 
observe the Raman-Auger process at constant binding energy, 
with an increashtg intensity. It consists of a double line at the 
same energy position than in the trivalent compound; it can 
therefore be attributed to a 4f ~ Ce final state. A surprising fact 
is that this double line still disperses to higher kinetic energies 
for photon energies between 5728 and 5738 eV, which would 
indicate that the photoelectron created in this energy range 
(more titan 10 eV above the edge) is still located on the 
absorbing atom. Between 5728 and 5738 eV, a second double 
line appears at varying kinetic energy, resonates at 5738 eV (at 
the maximum of the second structure of the XAS spectnm0 and 
becomes afterwards the classical Auger process at constmat 
kinetic energy• This second doublet, having a kinetic energy of 
15 eV lower than the 4I ~ doublet, can be attributed to a 4t 0 
configuration of Ce : the energy difference between the 4f ~ and 
4t o Auger doublet is due to a better screening of the core holes 
by f as compared to valence electrons. At high energy, the 

CeRh3 Auger spectra are dominated by the 4t 0 final states. The 
relative intensities and positions of the classical Auger lines 
obtained in the two compounds have been very well reproduced 
by a fully atomic calculation (Hansen, 1998). 

The resonances observed in the 3d photoemission peaks at 
the La edge are caused by superposition of autoionization 
processes to the direct photoenfission. In principle, resonmlces 
should be all the more intense as autoionization is probable, i.e. 
as the photoelectron is excited to a localized state. Therefore, 
resonances should be very strong at the IVh,5 absorption edges, 
where the photoelectron is excited to very localized 4f states. 
We have measured the Ce 4d photoemission lines in the same 
Ce7Rh3 and CeRh3 compounds around the Ce M4,~ absorption 

edges. The experiments were done at LURE, on the SU23 
bemnline of the Super-ACO storage ring. The Ce 1vh,5 
absorption spectrum in the CeRh3 intermediate valent 
compotmd is plotted in the top part of figure 3. For the Ce7Rh3 
trivalent compound, the structures on the high energy side of the 
white lines disappear, and the absorption spectrum mainly 
shows two white lines. These structures are therefore attributed 
to 410 final states of the Ce atom. Like in the previous study of 
the L3 edge profile, the resonant 4d photoemission study will 
provide an experimental evidence of this 4f ° origin. 
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Figure 3 
Ce M4.s absorption spectrum (top part), amd different 4d photocmission 
spectra recorded for the indicated photon energies (bottom part), in the 
CeRlh compound• 

For the CeRh3 intermediate valent compound, some of the 
4d photoemission spectra recorded with photon energies around 
the Ce IVh,5 absorption edges are presented in Figure 3. They 
consist of a large structure around 110 eV binding energy due to 
4f ~ and 4f 2 characters of the Ce final state, and of two smaller 
structures around 120 eV binding energy, due to 4f ° character of 
the final state (labeled 4f°(4d~2) and 410(4dm) in figure 3) 
(Fuggle, 1983). Figure 4 shows the CIS spectra for these 
different components in the photoemission spectra. It appears 
that the large 4fL4f 2 structure resonates strongly, slightly after 
the wlfite lines of the M5 and h/h edges. During these 
resonmtces, the 410 satellites are drowned in the peak 
background, and their intensity can not be measured. The 
bottom part of figure 3 displays some of the photoemission 
spectra recorded while sweeping the photon energy across the 
high energy structure of the absorption thresholds : large 
changes in the relative intensities of the two 4t ° can be 
observed. The 410(4d3/2) structure resonates mostly on the high 
energy side of the second bump of the M5 edge (3d5/2 levels); 
only a two tinles smaller resonance is measured on the second 
bump of the lVh edge (see figure 4). A reverse behavior is 
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observed for the 4f°(4ds/2) • it resonates on the high energy side 
of  file second bump of  file M4 edge (3d~  levels), whereas 
ahnost no intensity change can be measured at the M5 edge (see 
figltre 4). 
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F i g u r e  4 
Ce M4.s absorption spectrum (top part), mad CIS spectra recorded for the 
different lhaes of the Ce 4d photoeluission (bottom part), ha the CeRh3 
compound. 
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Like for the L3 edge study, these resonance energies clearly 
evidence that the origin of  file second structure of  the M4,5 eges 
are due to Ce 3dggf ° final state. On the trivalent Ce7Rh3 
compotmd, the 4d photoenfission consists mainly of  two close 
4d3/2 and 4d~2 peaks (Fuggle, 1983). The total structure fonned 
by the two peaks resonates slightly after the maxhntan of file 
M5 and M_4 white lines. The 4d3/2 peak resonates mainly on the 
high energy side of  the M5 (3d5/2) edge, whereas the 4d5/2 peak 
resonates mainly on the high energy side of  the M4 (3d3:2) edge. 

As expected, we observed are very intense resonances at the 
M4,5 edges. For these edges, a complete interpretation of  the 
results can be done in a fully atomic fonnalism, the resonance 
effects being calculated in a coherent one step process (Nath, 
1998). 
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